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NHLers bringing sexy back—
and I, for one, want none of it
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or a league that runs like a
car factory, there isn’t often a
story that causes the general
public to notice, let alone question,
the integrity of one of the United
States’ most popular institutions,
the NFL. Recently, however, when
the New England Patriots were fined
a conditional draft pick after it was
discovered that they had been using
video equipment to tape an opposing
team’s defensive signals—an action
strictly prohibited by the NFL—the
outrage was palpable.
These revelations have left people
fuming, and many with doubts about
the sanctity and the integrity of the NFL
and of the Patriots, the best team of the
past decade. Though the filming scandal
is dying down, the real issues remain:
in the NFL, home of the most talented,
dynamic athletes in the world, does
this even matter? And why is anyone
surprised?
Anyone who has watched an NFL
game knows the extent teams go to
gain any sort of advantage. The difference between a 10–6 team and an
8–8 team is the difference between
mediocrity and excellence, between a
rebuilding team and a playoff team.
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what hope do we have? How likely is
it that he’ll choose to wear a Tennessee
top-hat, to commit an achy-breaky-bigmistakey, to go over a Kentucky waterfall; to get the haircut known, tellingly,
as hockey hair?
This represents a troubling trend. If
even multi-million-dollar sports heroes
are being pressured to look better, what
chance does your average broke, talentless, beer-gutted hockey fan have?
And what about the game itself? The
league can’t afford players worrying
more about what that slapshot will do
to their oh-so-pretty mugs than on how
intimidating it would be to their opponents if they pulled a Kelly Buchberger

and blocked it with their face.
It’s time to advocate for a return
to the ugly NHLer. Entrusting a few
noble and proud warriors like Todd
Bertuzzi, Scott Nichol, Jordin Tootoo,
and the aforementioned Avery to use
the ancient art of the sucker-punch
to bring the ugly back would solve
our problem in a spectacular fashion.
Then we wouldn’t have to spend time
talking about what these new jerseys
look like. Instead, we’d be enthralled
by how they wick the blood better
than the old ones. And in doing so,
the memory of the great Mike Ricci
would be honoured in the same fashion that he played the game.

NFL fans, media prove hypocritical
Ben
Carter
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he NHL off-season was marred
by a dark day: 13 August, 2007,
or The Day Mike Ricci Retired.
The NHL will mourn the loss of Ricci
not because he was a prolific scorer or
an offensive threat of any kind, but
for one simple reason—he was, and is
,incredibly ugly.
I’m not being facetious; his ugliness
is an exceptionally admirable quality.
In this age of coloured visors, platinumblonde dye jobs, and shiny sticks, ugliness is nearing extinction on the ice.
And with the new form-fitting Reebok
jerseys coming out, a very important
question has to be asked: is the NHL
getting too man-pretty?
Look at the players of yesteryear,
and you’ll see a busted-up, gaptoothed lug of a player with a permasneer. Compare that to the smooth,
polished look of the modern player.
Perhaps it has something to do with
the advent of television and the rise of
the celebrity sportsman; maybe more
players are employing the too-prettyto-lose strategy, à la Tom Brady or
Fabio Cannavaro. Or maybe it has to
do with the fact that a guy like Jarret
Stoll or Sean Avery can snag girls like
Rachel Hunter or Elisha Cuthbert,
respectively.
This has been coming for years, and
now with Ricci retiring his Picasso’d
visage from the league and the cleancut Shaun Horcoff poised to assume
the throne of ugliest man in the NHL,
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Coaches work 100-hour weeks, and
prepare for each game like generals
going to war; Patriots bench boss Bill
Belichick has become the poster boy
for obsessive coaches everywhere. The
compulsion that led him to have the
opposing team taped is the same one
that has won him three Super Bowls.
It doesn’t make sense that coaches are
deified for working around the clock
to get better, but are branded as cheaters when a video camera enters the
picture.

The same compulsion
that led him to have
the opposing team
taped is the same one
that has won him three
Super Bowls.
There has been little discussion as to
whether or not the Patriots benefitted
from this cheating. Though the league
say they haven’t found evidence for
it, speculation has been rampant that
the Patriots were using the camera in
their three Super Bowl victories, with
the implication that, if they did, those
Super Bowls have somehow been
soiled. However, aside from the suggestion that one of the most ridiculous,
over-the-top spectacles of American
commercialism could somehow be
“tainted,” a quick look at the three games
themselves provides little evidence

to suggest so. Could prior knowledge
of opposition defensive signals have
resulted in the Patriots shutting down
the Rams record-breaking offence in
Super Bowl XXXVI? Or in Super Bowl
XXXVIII, versus the Carolina Panthers,
a game in which over 60 total points
were scored? Or perhaps in Super Bowl
XXXIX, against Philadelphia, in which
Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb
was unable to move his team down the
field in the fourth quarter because he
was dry-heaving on the field? Could
taped signals have made it any easier
for Adam Vinatieri to kick last-second,
game-winning field goals in two of
those games? It seems highly unlikely.
Football is played, as the cliché
goes, “between the lines.” Regardless
of coaching, preparation, or anything
else, it comes down to who is the better
team on the field. As we’ve seen countless times in Patriots games over the
past several seasons, it’s quality players—some of the best in the NFL—that
have made the difference in countless
big games.
The exact nature and extent of the
infractions may never be fully known.
And of course, the matter of cheating is
not to be dismissed out of hand, as the
Patriots were warned about this action
privately before they were publicly
reprimanded.
But the NFL has more pressing problems to do with the integrity of their
sport. It’s hypocritical to criticize NFL
coaches for taking advantage of every
opportunity while referring to them as
legendary for doing the same thing.
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